Year 6 Spellings
Term 3A Week 1 - Words families based on common words
1. programme
2. telegram
3. hologram
4. diagram
5. grammar
6. grammatical
7. parallelogram
8. monogram
9. programmer
10. program

Use the different spelling activities already provided to help you practise and learn how to spell these
words.
Make sure you find out the meaning of these words so you understand and can use them accurately
in your writing.
Get someone to test you at the end of the week to see how well you know these words.

Year 6 Spellings
Word search
Can you locate each of the spelling words below?

programme

telegram

hologram

diagram

grammar

grammatical

parallelogram

monogram

programmer

program

Year 6 Spellings
Crossword
Use the clues to help you figure out the correct spelling words to fill in the crossword.

Across:
1.The ____ played tricks with her eyes.
3.A ___ is a four sided shape
5.He included a ___ in his science investigation.
9.The computer ___ created spreadsheets.
10.The ___ invented a revolutionary app.

Down:
2.The letter was full of ___ errors.
4._____ is the study of sentence structure.
6.The letters in the ___ were his initials.
7.Fred switched on his favourite TV ___.
8.Dot received a birthday ___ from The Queen.

Term 3A Week 2 - Words That Are Nouns and Verbs

Year 6 Spellings
1. protest
2. challenge
3. damage
4. broadcast
5. benefit
6. charge
7. function
8. influence
9. interest
10. object

Use the different spelling activities already provided to help you practise and learn how to spell these
words.
Make sure you find out the meaning of these words so you understand and can use them accurately
in your writing.
Get someone to test you at the end of the week to see how well you know these words.

Word search
Can you locate each of the spelling words below?

Year 6 Spellings

protest

challenge

damage

broadcast

benefit

charge

function

influence

interest

object

Using Nouns and Verbs in Sentences

Year 6 Spellings
You are going to practise your spelling words by using them in sentences. For each spelling, look to
see whether you are being asked to use the word as a noun or a verb, in your sentence.

•

challenge (noun)

•

damage (verb)

•

broadcast (noun)

•

benefit (verb)

•

charge (noun)

•

function (verb)

•

influence (noun)

•

interest (verb)

•

object (noun)

•

protest (verb)

